Bicyclist & Pedestrian Awareness Month
Suggested Social Media Posts

#SeeAndBeSeen  
#BPAM  
#ShareTheRoad

Wear bright or reflective clothing when you walk, jog, or bicycle.  
#SeeAndBeSeen

We support Bicyclist & Pedestrian Awareness Month in Virginia!  
#ShareTheRoad

Do you know that in Virginia it is illegal to wear earphones or earbuds in both ears while riding a bicycle?  
#BPAM

Drivers, remember: Pass a bicycle at a reasonable speed at least 3 feet to the left of the cyclist.  
#ShareTheRoad

September is Bicyclist & Pedestrian Awareness Month in Virginia.  
#SeeAndBeSeen  
#ShareTheRoad

Be a good role model for your kids. Share the road!  
#BPAM

For more ideas, visit the DRIVE SMART Virginia website: drivesmartva.org